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slim slate 6

casual corn 8

straight grey 10

mineral fit 12

skinny cream 14

aqua boot 16

coral rise 18

wide wave 20

architects’ 
selection

A’

INto denim are 8 new trend colours under the label  
‘Architects’ selection’: the trendiest colours and designs that perfectly 

match the desires of architects, interior designers and consumers.
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slim slate

Few things are as classic and versatile as 
denim. The perfect inspiration to develop 
a range of screens that is here to stay! 
Meet slim slate, the lightest shade in this 
contemporary collection. A perfect match 
with other colours and materials. 
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casual corn

Did you know the word denim comes from 
‘de Nimes’ (from Nimes), the French town 
where the fabric was said to be first made. 
Casual corn reminds us exactly of the 
light and atmosphere of southern France. 
Now you can bring some French ‘joie de 
vivre’ into your home! 
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straight grey

Don’t be fooled by its name. straight grey 
is anything but dull! The denim weaving 
gives a modern twist to a classic colour.  
A future-proof choice if you ask us. 



mineral fit

Generation after generation, denim has 
remained a prominent part of fashion. 
Fashionable; that’s exactly what mineral 
fit is. A bright, vivid colour that will catch 
everyone’s attention. Dare to make a 
statement!
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skinny cream

Can’t choose between grey or brown? 
Why would you? Go for skinny cream. 
A perfectly balanced shade for anyone 
wanting a trendy, yet warm look and feel. 
The best of both worlds.



aqua boot

Want a fresh shade to protect you from 
the sun? If you go for aqua boot, your 
house will not only feel cool inside, it will 
also appear so from the outside. You can 
almost feel the sea breeze.
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coral rise

Take a bold step in a new colour direction 
with tones from the warm side of the 
colour spectrum. coral rise reflects one 
of the eye-catching shades of orange that 
splashes across the early-morning skies. 
The start of a new day, full of opportunities.



wide wave

Jeans aren’t just for cowboys anymore; 
they’re also worn by supermodels, 
farmers, presidents, and housewives. 
There’s a pair of blue jeans in almost 
everyone’s wardrobe. wide wave is an  
ode to this iconic piece of clothing and  
an absolute must in our collection.
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overview

slim slate  Denim 430 002209 slime slate

skinny cream  Denim 430 002206 skinny cream

casual corn Denim 430 002201 casual corn

aqua boot Denim 430 002204 aqua boot

straight grey Denim 430 002207 straight grey

coral rise   Denim 430 002203 coral rise wide wave Denim 430 002208 wide wave

mineral fit Denim 430 002205 mineral fit
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